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College visits are one of the most variable parts of the entire application and admissions process. Done 
wrong, they can be boring, expensive, uninformative, and a significant source of tension between parents 
and students. But done right, college visits can be exciting, affordable, eye-opening, and a real opportunity 
for parents and students to bond with one another.

With this guide, our goal is to show parents and students how to do college visits the right way. Here’s what 
you’ll learn: 

•	 The three purposes of college visits
•	 The three kinds of college visits
•	 The part college visits play in finding a school that’s the right fit
•	 How to follow up effectively after a college visit
•	 Alternatives for college visits for students with limited resources

Here at Signet, we love college visits—they might just be our favorite part of the whole process! After 
reading this guide, we hope you’ll love them too.

INTRODUCTION

The college admissions process is a series of overlapping steps: one isn’t finished before you move on to the 
next. Some steps are discrete, with clear start and finish dates, while others are ongoing, like college visits. 

We usually associate college visits with junior and senior year, but a college visit can be informative to a 
student of any age, as it provides an understanding of what the higher education experience is actually like. In 
fact, at Signet, we recommend that families start taking certain kinds of college visits as early as ninth grade.

College visits serve three main purposes:

THE ROlE OF vISITS IN THE 
COllEGE PROCESS

We’ll expand on each of these purposes on the following page.

Provide a general 
understanding of the 
college experience.

Provide in-depth 
knowledge about 

what it’s like to attend 
a particular school.

Potentially boost a student’s 
chance of admission by 

demonstrating their interest in 
attending a specific school.

1 2 3
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There are also three main types of college visits that students take:

Casual visits, 
which, like their name, 
are the most low-key 

of all college visits.

Structural visits,
which help students 
identify the types of 

colleges where they are 
interested in applying.

Specific visits, 
in which students evaluate 

particular schools to help them 
finalize their college lists or 

choose between acceptances.

1 2 3

In order to examine the first two purposes, it’s important for students and parents to understand the 
concept of “fit.” Many parents and students agree that “fit” is important in theory, but still think it sounds a 
lot like “going to a school that no one has ever heard of.” It’s easy to get caught up in the hype of going to a 
well-regarded school, but with 3,000+ colleges in the U.S., a student’s choices can be much more varied.

Successful people go to all types of colleges; fit is about finding a school that allows a student to live up to 
their potential and have the best experience possible. A college that’s a good fit will be a match for a student 
across several dimensions: intellectual, social, geographical, professional, and financial, to name a few.

Within each of those categories, students must figure out what’s right for them. This process involves 
identifying the values of an institution and seeing if they match up with a student’s own priorities. These 
values may be differently nuanced even in schools or programs that at first glance seem quite similar. For 
example, a Jesuit school might place an emphasis on service, while a Quaker school might highly value 
nonviolence and peaceful resolution. Both are religious schools, but a student might resonate with one 
more than the other. Another excellent example is business schools. Babson College teaches its students 
a lot about entrepreneurship and innovation, while New York University focuses on traditional finance 
structures and banking.

College is a time of huge growth. Students should seek out a school that allows for that growth, and 
provides the right opportunities and support for their individual development. This might mean connecting 
with a school based on areas of interest, kind of community, size of school, or even distance from home.

The best way for students to understand their own values is to engage in self-reflection. One of the most 
important parts of the college search, self-reflection requires students to take the time to get to know 
themselves well. Students should develop a sense of what is important to them, what they’re good at, 
where there’s room for improvement, and what environments are most supportive for their development, 
and they should keep those things in mind when evaluating different schools for fit. 

FINDING THE RIGHT FIT
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One student may choose a big school because there are a range of opportunities available, or because 
there is a highly specific program of study they wish to pursue. On the other hand, a different student may 
value the support system that comes from a smaller community, and might prefer to explore different 
opportunities with a less specific career path in mind. The more students (and ideally their parents!) can 
commit to finding the right fit, the more value they’ll receive from their college visits.

Let’s move now to the first purpose of college visits.

Before junior year, when students dive deep into building the list of colleges they’d like to attend, it’s important 
for them to establish a working knowledge of what the college experience looks and feels like. While any type 
of college visit will help broaden a student’s horizons when it comes to higher education, we will focus on two 
types of visits for this section: the casual visit and the structural visit.

Casual visit: This is the most low-key type of college visit. Also known as a drive-by, a casual visit can 
be as simple as driving around a campus without ever getting out of the car. But whenever possible, we 
recommend taking the opportunity to stroll the grounds and get a feel for life both on and off campus. 
College towns are cool places, and you can easily spend an afternoon exploring a neighborhood or browsing 
in a bookstore. The goal of a casual visit is to paint a picture of the future in broad, impressionistic strokes, and 
hopefully put college on a student’s radar in an organic and exploratory way. 

A casual visit is appropriate for students at any age. This includes middle schoolers and even children, 
provided parents make the visit a fun, no-pressure experience. In fact, establishing casual college visits as a 
family activity early on may relieve students’ anxiety around these visits in junior and senior year. These visits 
also help students appreciate the diversity of college options early on, allowing them to see that there is no 
such thing as a “typical” college.

The easiest place to look for casual college visits is your own backyard. Start with the schools within a short 
driving distance from your home. Casual visits are also good activities while on a road trip, visiting family, or 
even on vacation.

The key is to treat these visits with a light touch. If a student seems anxious about the prospect of visiting 
a campus, this may not be the right time to visit. On the other hand, students who aren’t loving their high 
school experience may find new motivation when they see the broad array of opportunities available at a 
university.

For students with specific interests, it may be beneficial to experience some aspect of campus life related to 
one of those interests. For example, a sports-loving student might enjoy attending a game or team practice, 
while a music aficionado might love sitting in on choir rehearsal or a performance. Parents, who will likely 
be facilitating this planning, should remember that the point is to create an interesting experience for their 
student, not to push them in a particular direction.

As students start to engage in their own college process, casual visits typically wind down, to be replaced by 
structural visits.

PURPOSE 1:  
Provide a general understanding of the 
college exPerience.
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Structural visits: The structural visit is, as its name suggests, a bit more formal than a casual visit. Structural 
visits are expressly for the purpose of looking at various types of colleges to help students identify what they 
want from their own future school. Students do most of their structural visits during junior year.

The key to structural visits is that phrase above, “types of colleges.” Structural visits are not meant to help 
students identify the exact schools they are interested in attending. Instead, students should use structural 
visits to evaluate the type of environment that each school they visit represents. This might include factors 
such as:

•	 campus size
•	 geographic location
•	 urban, suburban, or rural campus
•	 emphasis (e.g. liberal arts, STEM school, conservatory)

Most students will live within driving distance of a number of different types of colleges, so structural visits can 
be as affordable and accessible as casual visits. For example, a student in Boston might visit UMass (a large public 
school), Northeastern (a large, private, urban school), Tufts (a suburban medium-sized research university), and 
Wheaton College (a small, private, liberal arts school). 

But structural visits don’t have to take place locally. As with casual visits, families can also take structural visits 
during road trips, family travel, or vacations. 

Before your family takes a structural visit, your student should contact the school and inquire about available 
opportunities. Nearly all colleges will offer campus tours, but it may also be possible to sit in on a class or spend 
an afternoon with a student. Some schools even have overnight options to give students a better feel for the 
dorm experience and non-academic life. 

In general, we recommend that students undertake structural visits to the following types of colleges, at 
minimum:

very large public 
institution

These schools are usually in college towns 
and can vary in quality; if a nearby public 
school is in an urban area, consider two 
visits: one to an urban campus, and one to a 
typical “college town” school.

Examples: University of 
Massachusetts, University of 
Florida, Ohio State, University 
of California schools

Small liberal  
arts college

These schools usually have good pedagogy, 
an undergraduate focus, strong teachers, 
and are easier for a good student to get into.

Examples: Bowdoin College, 
Kenyon College, Rhodes 
College, University of Puget 
Sound

Medium-
sized research 
university

These schools tend to be urban, very 
selective, and usually offer a liberal arts 
education as well as professional degree 
programs.

Examples: Carnegie Mellon, 
Washington University, 
Northwestern, Georgetown, 
Johns Hopkins

Specialty 
focus school - 
OPTIONAl

These schools emphasize a specific area, 
such as engineering or fine arts, that may 
interest students who have a good sense of 
where their passions lie as high schoolers.

Examples: MIT, Lehigh,  
The Boston Conservatory, 
Juilliard, School of the  
Art Institute of Chicago
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1. how do i feel about the…

•	  campus size?

•	 school location (urban, rural, etc.)?

•	 types of people I met? 

•	 weather and climate?

•	 distance from home?

•	 dormitories and campus food? 

2. do i resonate with the values the college 

seems to espouse?  

(Base this explicitly on tour guide 

presentations, or implicitly from  

what you see on campus.) 

3. could i imagine myself here? do i  

feel like i might fit in on this campus? 

4. are the students people i could see 

becoming friends with? 

5. if i could change one thing to make this 

school a better fit, what would  

it be?

By answering these questions, students will 

begin to clarify and define the key qualities  

a college needs to have to be the best fit  

for them.

Students and parents alike should be aware of 
setting the bar so high with a structural college visit 
that no other schools can compete. Ivy League 
schools, with their stunning campuses and their 
impeccable credentials, are often the culprits in 
raising expectations (and subsequently stress) to an 
unreasonable and unhealthy level. 

For this reason, we do not recommend that 
students visit Ivy League campuses early in their 
structural visit experience. While these elite schools 
are right for some students, many students will find 
that a less selective and/or less famous school is a 
much better fit for them. 

The same holds true for a school that a student or 
family has revered since childhood: students may 
be biased toward these schools in a way that skews 

their impressions during a campus visit. Leave these 
schools for later in the structural visit process, 
or skip them altogether unless they end up on a 
student’s college list (discussed below). 

Finally, it’s important that parents take note of 
which schools they may be pushing or promoting 
to their high schoolers, even subconsciously. 
Taking a student on a grand tour of the most elite 
colleges in the Northeast may be sending that 
student a message that attending anything but “the 
best” is not good enough. Parents should work 
to reduce, rather than increase, the stress their 
student feels during the college process, and make 
it clear that there are many schools which offer a 
great education is a very good start.

the ivy trap

During each structural visit, students should reflect and take notes on the following questions. (A printable 
worksheet appears in Appendix B.)
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The second purpose of college visits is to provide students with information about the actual schools they 
are interested in attending as they refine their college lists. This is accomplished through the third type of 
college visits: specific visits.

Specific visits: This kind of visit helps students evaluate the experience at a particular school. They should 
be taken at schools where a student plans to apply, and can also be taken after acceptance to help a 
student decide what school they wish to attend.

A specific college visit requires planning, research, and possibly travel and other resources. Therefore, 
students should not make specific visits until they have made several structural visits and built their 
college list. A great starting point for building a college list is our Personal College Inventory. A printable 
version can be found in Appendix A. We won’t take students through building a college list in this guide, 
but Signet’s College list Kit (https://signeteducation.com/college-list-kit) is a comprehensive tool for 
building their own college lists.

Students should keep in mind that not all aspects of a school are created equal. Amazing cafeteria food or a 
rock-climbing wall may be nice, but unless you’re a budding chef or an avid mountaineer, they’re not nearly 
as important as factors like classroom experience, student population, and location. There is a bit of an 
arms race among colleges for who can offer the most luxurious student amenities, but ultimately students 
must determine the elements of a college that are most important to them and make their decisions 
accordingly.

A specific college visit involves much of the same preparation as a structural college visit. Students should 
contact the school in advance, set up a campus tour, and inquire about other available opportunities, 
such as auditing a class or shadowing a current student. It may even be possible to set up a face-to-face 
interview with an admissions officer, in which case students should make sure they prepare meaningful 
questions not readily answered on the school’s website!

On a specific college visit, unlike on a structural visit, students should be asking themselves the question: 
“Is this a school I’d like to attend?” Answering that question requires a different level of observation and 
engagement.

Let’s take a look at the difference between a bad specific visit and a good one on the next page:

PURPOSE 2:  
Provide in-dePth knowledge about what  
it’s like to attend a Particular school.
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In order to have a good college visit, students need to know where they are headed once on campus. An 
official tour will cover some, but not all, of the places that will give students a clear picture of life on that 
college’s campus. The College visit Scavenger Hunt in Appendix D will help students focus their efforts 
and have productive, comprehensive college visits.

Some of the items below are labeled “must-sees” and generally apply to every student. Others are labeled 
“try to find” because their importance depends on the individual student’s interests. For example, a 
student interested in health sciences might want to visit a university hospital, while a student interested in 
architecture would likely spend their time exploring the fine arts building.

In general, students should identify and spend time in the places where college students hang out, study, 
and eat. A big part of the college experience is the culture and lifestyle that is unique to each campus, 
and that holistic “flavor” is hard to quantify. The best way to find a school’s flavor is to spend some time 
wandering, both on-campus and in the surrounding town or neighborhood if possible.

Another great way for students to understand a school’s culture better is to get to know the people 
who study and work there. Talk to a professor or a student on the quad, or pick up a copy of the school 
newspaper and see what kind of articles they're printing. 

After each specific visit, the student should complete the Post-visit Evaluation found in Appendix B.  
This will help the student articulate their impressions of the school, as well as refine what they are looking 
for in a college that’s a great fit.

BAD SPECIFIC vISIT GOOD SPECIFIC vISIT

Happens over spring or summer 
break, when campus is deserted.

The student hasn’t done any research 
and isn’t sure what they are supposed 
to be evaluating on the visit.

The student plans the visit last-minute 
and is unable to audit any classes.

The tour guide is terrible and turns 
the student off completely, and the 
student doesn’t seek out any other 
people on campus.

The student completes the standard 
campus tour and heads home.

Happens in the middle of the semester, 
when campus life is in full swing.

The student comes prepared with a basic 
knowledge of the school and thoughtful 
questions to help determine if this school 
is a good fit.

The student plans the visit well in 
advance and has their pick of classes to 
sit in on.

Whether or not the tour guide is helpful, 
the student chats with other people on 
campus to get a general impression of 
what people are like.

The student goes off the beaten path 
and explores other buildings and areas 
of campus, as well as the surrounding 
neighborhood.
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Every college list—and, by extension, every visit 
list—should include a number of “safety” (also 
known as “likely”, or “foundational”) schools. These 
interchangeable terms refer to schools where 
a student is likely to be admitted. Determining 
the likelihood of admission is often based on the 
grades and test scores of the applicant, though 
other factors might come into play as well. 

It is worth noting that what is a likely school for 
one student may be a reach or stretch school for 
another. There are many students who add their 
local public university to their college list as a safety 

school without setting foot on the campus. But 
safety schools are on the college list for a reason: 
students can and do end up being accepted only to 
their safety schools and not to their target or reach 
colleges. 

For that reason, it’s vital that safety schools be 
well-considered choices. Students should do their 
best to make a specific visit to every school on 
their final list, including the safety school(s), even if 
they assume they’ll attend one of their top choices 
instead. 

a note on likely/safety/foundation schools

The third and final purpose of college visits is, in some cases, to help boost a student’s chances of being 
admitted to a particular school. We want to stress that this is only applicable in certain instances; for many 
schools, a campus visit has absolutely no effect on a student’s application. And visiting a college will never 
outweigh a major factor such as grades or SAT/ACT score. With those caveats in place, let’s examine how 
college visits can potentially affect admissions.

For certain schools, a campus visit is essentially part of the application process. Colleges in this category 
expect that unless extenuating circumstances apply, a student who is truly interested in attending will visit 
their school. Students and parents may be surprised to learn that this does not apply to the Ivy League 
schools (who have such huge numbers of applicants that having all of them visit would not be feasible), but 
is common for private and highly selective colleges considered one tier below the Ivys. 

Case Western Reserve University, a highly regarded research university in Cleveland, Ohio, is a great 
example. Any student in CWRU’s local region, which includes Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Pennsylvania, 
should plan to visit if they want to be accepted. Without that visit, the likelihood of acceptance is very small.

For many other schools, not visiting the campus may not prevent you from being accepted, but visiting 
may have a positive impact on your admission status. The University of Rochester in New York is a good 
example. It’s a more difficult school to get to, so there’s not the same expectation that every interested 
student will visit the campus. However, those students who do visit may be more likely to be accepted 
because they have made a significant effort to reach a college that is less accessible geographically. 

PURPOSE 3:  
Potentially boost a student’s chance of 
admission by demonstrating their interest in 
attending a sPecific school. 
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The good news is that if you plan specific visits to all of the schools on your college list, you have already 
covered your bases for the schools where making a visit matters. As a general rule of thumb, if you can’t 
get to all the schools on your list, you should try to visit the schools within a 5-hour driving radius. To make 
sure the school is aware of the visit, students should always contact the admissions office to set up a formal 
tour and mention that they have applied or are intending to apply. Students should also send a follow-up 
email after all specific college visits, which we discuss in a later section of this guide.

If a student visits before turning in their application, they have a couple of options. First, they can mention 
the visit in the application, usually in the supplemental questions that each school adds to the common 
app. Second, the student can contact an admissions officer with one or two thoughtful questions related 
to the visit AFTER submitting the application. This is a tactful way to let the admissions office know that the 
student has completed a visit to campus. Schools who place a lot of emphasis on college visits will likely 
be closely tracking which students come to their campuses, so students don’t need to make extraordinary 
efforts here.

Structural and specific visits both involve direct contact with college staff, and therefore students should 
follow some guidelines as to how they present themselves during a college visit.

vISIT BEHAvIOR

Dress appropriately: Students should look professional but also be comfortable during a 
college visit. As a go-to outfit, we recommend a collared shirt and shorts or pants for men, 
and a blouse with pants, shorts or a skirt, or a dress for women. There’s no need to put on 
a three-piece suit unless that’s how a student feels most comfortable. At the same time, a 
backwards baseball hat and a pair of ripped jeans don’t quite make the grade. 

Be polite: School tours are typically led by students who don’t play any role in the admissions 
process, so students don’t need to worry about trying to impress their tour guides. However, 
it’s important to be respectful and attentive. Listen quietly when the tour guide is talking, and 
only ask thoughtful, well-considered questions.

Turn off your phone: A ringing or buzzing phone is distracting and can be viewed as 
disrespectful if a student is on a campus tour, auditing a class, or even having lunch with a 
college student while shadowing them. Put your cell phone on silent and only bring it out 
for a specific reason. Although we encourage students to take notes during college visits, 
taking notes on a phone may give the impression that they are not paying attention. Bring a 
notebook and pen for jotting down your impressions instead.

The single best thing a student can do after making a specific college visit is to send a follow-up email to 
their admissions officer. This email is essentially an answer to the question “Why do you want to attend our 
college?” and should include some details about highlights from the student’s time on campus.

AFTER THE COllEGE vISIT
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Colleges are well aware that not every student has the resources to visit every school on their list. When 
finances or other considerations are a factor, even schools that typically consider college visits mandatory 
for acceptance offer alternatives. 

Many schools have a virtual visit program set up right on their website. This is a great place to start for 
students who know they will have to be selective about which schools to visit in person. If a student 
chooses this option, sending a follow-up email to the admissions officer becomes even more important. 
Students should make the officer aware of their circumstances and highlight parts of the virtual tour that 
resonated with them.

Students can also focus on making structural visits that are within driving distance over specific visits that 
are more expensive or time-consuming. For example, a student who lives in California and is interested 
in Johns Hopkins could take a visit to USC. Both schools are medium-sized research universities in urban 
settings, and although the experience won’t be exactly the same, it will provide valuable information about 
this type of college.

Students who come from an underrepresented background, including underrepresented socioeconomic 
status, have access to a number of diversity-focused fly-in programs that cover the entire cost of a 
student’s visit and travel. These programs are for students who have applied but not yet been accepted 
to the schools they’re visiting, and tend to be sponsored by highly selective institutions, including liberal 
arts colleges and medium-sized research universities. As a bonus, a student who is accepted into a fly-in 
program and attends the visit is more likely to gain admission to that particular school. College Greenlight 
maintains a current list of these programs: http://blog.collegegreenlight.com/blog/college-fly-in-
diversity-programs/

WHAT IF YOU CAN’T DO  
A COllEGE vISIT?

If you take one idea away from this guide, we hope it’s that college visits can be informative and enjoyable. 
Visiting campuses is an exciting opportunity for students to begin to grasp all the possibilities that exist after 
high school. Students get to use their imaginations to envision themselves on campus and to start thinking 
about the future. Parents have an important role to play in setting the tone for college visits: exploratory, 
low-key, and full of curiosity. This will allow students to go through the process with reduced stress and a 
deeper level of self-awareness, and to connect more easily to a school that’s the right fit for them.

CONClUSION

A sample email should include:

•	 A thank-you to the admissions officer, if they took the time to meet with the student.
•	 A mention of the date the student visited campus and how much they enjoyed the visit.
•	 Specific examples about what resonated with the student during their visit.
•	 Connections to any prior experiences or activities that the student might be able to continue on 

campus (work, area of study, involvement with a particular kind of organization, etc.).
•	 The student’s thoughts on how they might continue to grow as a member of the student body at this 

college. 
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APPENDIx A: 
Personal college inventory

This questionnaire is meant to get you thinking about different aspects of individual colleges and
weighing them against each other as you continue to learn more about possible colleges. Don’t worry if
you aren’t sure what choices appeal the most to you right now; it is OK to start broadly and then narrow
down from there. After researching more, going on school visits, and speaking to students and alumni,
you’ll have a better sense of whether your choices are actually a good fit for you.

Feel free to select more than one option in each category, and where appropriate, rank your preferences.

1. Area of the Country.
Including geographic diversity in your list of colleges can help open up exciting new possibilities, and
provide the opportunity to experience a location away from home. 

 New England: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont

 Mideast: Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania

 Great lakes: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin

 Plains: Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota

 Southeast: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, 
 South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia 

 Southwest: Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas

 Rocky Mountain: Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming

 West: Alaska, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Oregon, Washington

2. Climate.
The weather can have a lot to do with your mood, lifestyle, and other aspects important to your happiness 
and success in college. Think carefully about what you’re equipped for: do you hate or love a certain type 
of weather so much that it will stop you from going outside or tempt you away from studying with other 
fun activities like skiing or going to the beach?

Sunny

Rainy

Snowy

Windy

Hot and dry

Tropical

Temperate

Cold

Seasonal

3. Type of Setting.
The setting of your college will determine what you do for fun outside of class, but also, to some extent, 
what opportunities for academic research, internships, and work there are as well.

 Major city (urban): Colleges in major cities are often surrounded by restaurants, bars, movie theaters, 
 and other options for entertainment, most within easy access by public transportation. The city 
 environment can provide an enriching experience; however, there may also be safety and crime 
 concerns. Examples: Columbia, George Washington, Northeastern, NYU, University of Chicago, USC.
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 Suburban: Suburban colleges are often found in residential neighborhoods on the outskirts of cities 
 following a short commute. Life is slower-paced than in urban environments. Most suburban 
 colleges are located close enough to the city to provide a weekend getaway while being far enough 
 to avoid everyday distractions. Examples: Babson College, Emory, Lewis and Clark, SMU, Tulane.

 College town: College towns revolve around the local university, and businesses and town residents 
 are often affiliated with the university in some way. The population tends to be liberal and highly 
 educated. Examples: Cornell, Michigan, Notre Dame, Williams.

 Rural: Rural colleges are dominated by the outdoors and offer many opportunities for hiking,  
 bicycling, and enjoying nature. There may be a lack of access to cultural resources, shopping 
 centers, and public transportation. Examples: Carleton, Erskine, Grinnell, Hampshire.

4. Size of School.
What size student body do you prefer?

< 1000

1000 - 2000

2000 - 5000

5000 - 10,000

10,000 - 20,000

> 20,000

In general, schools with student bodies smaller than 5000 students tend to have smaller classroom sizes, 
more accessible professors, a tighter community, and more access to student activities and individualized 
instruction. However, course and major options may not be as varied, and students may feel limited in their 
social circle after a while.

Typically, schools with student bodies larger than 10,000 students tend to have a variety of course, major, 
and extracurricular activities options and a heavy focus on research. However, lectures may have as many 
as 2,000 students with limited access to professors and a fragmented community.

5. Type of School.

Private liberal arts colleges: These colleges focus on teaching undergraduates rather than on 
research or graduate programs, and typically have small class sizes, a close community, and more 
student-faculty interaction. Examples: Amherst, Colorado College, Juniata, Kenyon, Middlebury, 
Oberlin, Occidental, Pomona, Vassar.

Ivy league colleges: These colleges are viewed as some of the most prestigious, and are ranked 
among the best universities worldwide. They are heavily research and academia-focused, and are 
typically larger than private liberal arts colleges but smaller than public state universities. Examples: 
Brown, Cornell, Columbia, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, University of Pennsylvania, Yale.

Private universities: These universities typically focus on research and have large class sizes, 
a variety of different course and major options, and many resources. However, they may lack 
community and some students may feel anonymous within such a large school. Examples: Emory, 
University of Chicago, Duke, George Washington, Northwestern, Stanford, Miami.
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Public universities: These universities are typically large, and a substantial portion of the student 
body is made up of students who live in-state. These students often get substantial tuition 
discounts, making state universities an affordable option for many families. Examples: UC Berkeley, 
Indiana University, University of Massachusetts, University of Vermont, Michigan State University.

Technological institutes: These universities focus primarily on science and engineering. Examples: 
Cal Tech, Cooper Union, Georgia Tech, Harvey Mudd, Lehigh, MIT, Texas A & M.

Military academies: Most military academies offer significant financial aid to its students as 
well as pathways for professional development in military careers. However, students must feel 
comfortable with the school’s regiments and controlled structures. Examples: Air Force Academy, 
The Citadel, Merchant Marine Academy, Navy Academy, West Point.

Specialized art, music, architecture schools: These schools focus primarily on music, performing 
arts, or design. Students often need to submit portfolios of work or audition as part of their 
applications. Examples: Art Center College of Design, Art Institute of Chicago, Berklee College of 
Music, Julliard, Parsons School of Art and Design, Rhode Island School of Design.

Single-sex colleges: The majority of single sex colleges are set in a small, intimate community with 
more student-faculty interaction. Many are formally or informally affiliated with coed or historically 
single sex colleges, and offer inclusive social or extracurricular events. Examples: Barnard, Bryn 
Mawr, Deep Springs, Mt. Holyoke, Mills College, Morehouse, Wellesley.

6. Campus Atmosphere.

Intellectual

Tight-knit community

Technology-oriented

Sports-are-big school

Arts-oriented

Party school

Many fraternities/sororities

Non-conformist, 
individualistic, quirky 

Down to earth, not 
pretentious 

Politically-active

Religious (indicate
type:____________) 

Diverse student body

7. Academics.

National academic reputation

Vast numbers of majors and 
classes 

Very competitive, challenging 
academic climate 

Cooperative, nonpressured
academic climate

 

Good study abroad programs

Supportive, available, involved
professors 

Focus on undergraduate
teaching 

Large classes in lecture halls 
with small discussion groups
Small classes

Abundant internship and 
research opportunities
A particular department,
program of study, our course 
set (i.e., environmental
engineering, architecture, 
writing, business, etc) you’d
like to pursue (indicate what:
________________)
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8. Campus Activities.

Sports

Outdoor activities

Research opportunities

Internships

Political clubs

Cultural clubs

Performing arts organizations

Journalism

Community Service

Religious organizations

Student government

Other extracurricular activity 
(indicate what:
________________)

9. Financial Aid Availability.

Very important to you

Somewhat important to you

Not important to you

It’s a good idea to consider your family when you are choosing your schools. Make a copy of this worksheet 
for your parents and have them fill one out with their preferences for you, too. Then compare notes: did 
you know financial aid was a big concern for them? Did they know you want to go to a design school? Talk 
through your preferences and theirs, and try to come to some compromises about which schools you will 
or will not put on your school list. Bringing this worksheet to your guidance counselor is another good idea. 
Once you’ve worked through all of these categories, start researching schools to find which ones meet 
your criteria. Narrow your list down to 8-10 schools that really fit your needs and desires so that you can 
throw yourself into applications that make sense, instead of spreading yourself too thin among schools that 
aren’t a great fit.

10. Ranking your preferences.
Now that you’ve marked off your preferences, go back and rank them in order of importance to you.
List out your most important college preferences below: 

Area of the Country:

Climate:

Type of Setting:

Size of School:

Type of School:

Campus Atmosphere:

Academics:

Campus Activities:

Financial Aid:
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APPENDIx B: 
college visit evaluation

1. How do I feel about this school with respect to the…

•	 campus size?

•	 school location (urban, rural, etc.)?

•	 types of people I met? 

•	 weather and climate?

•	 distance from home?

•	 dormitories and campus food?

2. Do I resonate with the values the college seems to espouse? (Base this explicitly through tour guide 

presentations, or implicitly from what you see on campus.) 

3. Could I imagine myself here? Do I feel like I might fit in on this campus?

4. Are the students people I could see becoming friends with?

5. If I could change one thing to make this school a better fit, what would it be?
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APPENDIx C: 
college visit worksheet

college name:

date of visit:

to do list:

Register at the admissions office

Take an official tour

Sit in on a class

Eat at the cafeteria

Look at bulletin boards for clubs and events you like (and take pictures of things that look cool!)

Look at facilities:

Gym

Computer labs

Student union

Cafeteria

Dorms

Main library

Classrooms/lecture halls

Other buildings relevant to your major or interests

Talk to at least one professor

Talk to students

Talk to an admissions representative

Questions to Ponder:

•	 What’s the season now? Is it always going to be this type of weather?

•	 Are classes in session now? Is it always going to be this crowded/empty on campus?

•	 How comfortable am I here?

•	 What could I see myself studying here?
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•	 Are there places here I could see myself doing what I do? Where? What?

•	 Any cool courses? Clubs? Traditions?

•	 Notable quirks, oddities, or nuances?

•	 What class did I attend?

 - Is this a class I plan to take for my major?

 - Number of students:

 - Type (lecture/discussion/lab/etc):

 - Are all classes at this school of this type?

•	 What are the dorms like?

•	 How far are the dorms from:

 - dining halls:

  - classrooms:

  - libraries:

  - gyms:

  - public transportation:

•	 How’s the food?

•	 What is the surrounding town like?

•	 How far is this school from home?

•	 Would I be happy here?

Questions to ask a random student:

•	 What is the best thing about this college?

•	 What’s the worst thing?

•	 What do students do on weekends?

•	 Why did you come here?
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APPENDIx D: 
college visit scavenger hunt

Administration
Possible interview with admissions advisor.
•	 Sign up if available (be sure to bring  

thoughtful questions not answered  
on the school’s website). 

Student Union
May be where official tours begin.
•	 Check out available food options, lounge 

areas, posted flyers and signs, and the overall 
vibe of the student community.

•	 Pick up a student newspaper and peruse the 
headlines.

 
Classrooms
If possible, sit in on classes.
•	 Check out the facilities, class size, teaching 

approach, and classroom environment.
 
Health and Wellness Areas
Locate the exercise facilities.
•	 Check available hours, quality of facilities, 

variety of workout options available, and how 
crowded the workout areas seem to be.

•	 Locate the health center.
•	 Check available services for physical and 

mental health. 

library
•	 Check out designated study areas, any 

additional topic-specific libraries (i.e. science, 
fine arts), the quality of the computer lab 
and/or printing area, and the overall level of 
student activity.

Dining Hall
Eat at least one meal in the on-campus  
dining hall.
•	 Check out size of rooms and number of 

students per room, number of bathrooms 
per floor, kitchen space for preparing 
food, security measures, noise levels, and 
atmosphere.

Student Housing
If available, arrange an overnight stay in campus 
housing.
•	 Check out size of rooms and number of 

students per room, number of bathrooms 
per floor, kitchen space for preparing 
food, security measures, noise levels, and 
atmosphere.

Off-Campus
•	 Explore shops and restaurants in the 

surrounding neighborhood, and note any 
available public transit options. 

MUST-SEES

TRY TO FIND

performing arts center 

fine arts building, museum, and/or Gallery

places of worship or spirituality of interest to 
the student 

laboratory facilities
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